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FEATURE

THE NEW WAY OF
DELIVERING
MOTORSPORT
TO THE FRONT ROOM
The changing media landscape is
M
good news for motorsport fans,

otorsport fans
have never had
it so good. Fact.
There is more
motorsport being
televised now
than ever, with a
variety of channels all showing
racing, rallying or rallycross,
from testing to qualifying to
full race coverage.

according to David Addison

Broadcasting motorsport
has changed massively

And just as the number of channels
has increased, so has the importance of
another outlet: the internet. Perhaps
once seen as the poor relation of that
box in the living room, it is now a more
powerful tool than you might think.
Live streaming is a term increasingly
used, but what exactly is it?
George Hay, of production company
Hayfisher Productions, explains: “In
simple terms it is live broadcasting of an
event over the internet. In techy terms,
it takes data from one location, delivers
it to another and allows the end user to
receive that content as it happens and
play it back at their convenience.”
Mike Scott, head of TV at endurance
racing specialists SRO, adds: “As
television has moved away from lots of
live sport, other than tier-one sport, you
have to be on a specialised sports channel.
“Alternatively, you go the live streaming
route which gives you the freedom to
show what you want and when. It is
certainly better than highlights because
it is live and once it is on the internet, it
is there for ever with repeats available.”
The internet does have some
immediate advantages over the
traditional television broadcast.
“A championship benefits from
distribution, accessibility and
affordability,” says Hay. “Its content
can be distributed to a global audience
instantly without the typical cost or
geographical barriers associated with
traditional broadcasting. You have the
ability to deliver straight to the end user
across a multitude of devices, with
complete flexibility over content and
deliverables, having direct engagement
with the audience and using the data
from the stream, in real time, to react
and respond to feedback.”
The British GT Championship is a prime
example of a national championship that
reaches fans via a live stream over the
internet. Championship press officer
Tom Hornsby says: “Streaming allows
British GT to reach fans anywhere in the
world at a time that suits them. It’s not
uncommon for our streaming metrics,
like views and impressions, to increase
by 50% in the week following a particular
event, which proves there’s an appetite for
good on-demand content.”
Continued on page 24
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Production values
remain a key point

British GT has seen a
huge increase in viewers

Continued from page 23
But it’s not proper telly is it? “It’s a
generational thing,” reckons Scott.
“People used to ask which TV channel it
would be shown on, but now they want
to know where they can watch it. The
internet is another channel, a platform.
A stream is actually distribution. You
still have to put in the same number of
cameras, you need a director, presenter,
commentators, so there is no difference
in terms of production from doing it for
a television broadcaster. Perception
has had to change, because this isn’t the
cheap alternative. Instead, it is taking
the output to a different platform.”
Hornsby agrees: “There’s a
misconception that it’s cheaper
and easier to broadcast on the internet
compared with TV. OK, at some
levels that’s true. But it’s always been
imperative to SRO that British GT’s
live stream production values
compare favourably with motorsport
on terrestrial TV.”
So it can’t be regarded as the poor
relation to mainstream television
broadcasting? “Absolutely not,”
says Scott. “The FIA GT1 World
Championship was one of the first
championships to establish its own
YouTube channel to show the racing
and interviews (GT World) and offer
fans more than they would have been
able to watch on television.”
And in turn, the live stream has opened
up more opportunities for coverage.
Viewers aren’t stuck with just the one

channel that a broadcaster shows.
“Rather than having TV or live
streaming, as it was before, they now
often run side by side,” says Hay. “For
example, you can have traditional TV
with a live stream running as well, such
as the ability to select live on-boards or
international feeds.”
Scott echoes this: “For the Spa 24
Hours, we have 16 feeds concurrently.
That is race footage, on-boards and
different languages. That can’t be
called a poor relation to TV!”
And providing all those feeds is
another big job. Julian Elkan is the
boffin who makes SRO’s streaming
service happen. “The process starts
with scheduling a new live sporting
event with YouTube or Facebook for
example and receiving the publishing
codes that I need. Then, when we are
broadcasting from the circuit, I take the
feed and send it to the Cloud where
SRO has servers and that acts as a
giant post office. It redirects the feed
to all the different platforms that are
ready to receive the broadcast.”
And as the power of the internet has
risen, so sports are finding themselves
dealing with the different organisations
for broadcast deals.
“With video on demand growing
across a variety of platforms, sites like
Amazon and Twitter for example are
now exclusively live streaming some
major sports and have the sole rights to
distribution,” explains Hay. “There is
undoubtedly a growing market for the
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“The internet offers a level of
freedom for motorsport”

C

The information
is relayed live

live stream. Traditional TV will always
have its place but live streaming via
smart devices and apps are the future,
if we are not there already.”
“We are finding growth all the time,”
says Scott. “The teams want exposure
and so do the drivers and sponsors, but
I don’t think it will ever completely
eclipse conventional television because
there will always be someone in a
boardroom who wants their company
to be on television.”
And the internet has also offered
some other positives for sponsors and
for promoters. “It builds a community,”
explains Elkan. “We can monitor
message boards on YouTube for
example and see what people are talking
about and respond to that instantly.
Also, the internet tells you that people
are really watching the coverage.
Television figures were always a bit
abstract: the TV was on but were people
actually watching it? With the internet,
it is a much more precise measurement
of an audience.”
Hornsby agrees with the live
stream’s ability to build a community
with fans. “The 180,000 users currently
subscribed to SRO’s GT World
YouTube channel are not passive:
they have made an active decision to
follow something they are passionate
about. And I think that deep level
of engagement is sometimes more
important than having many casual
observers with little interest in
your product.”
Giorgio Sanna, head of motorsport at
Lamborghini Squadra Corse, backs
up the targeted nature of a live stream:
“Live streaming is the perfect way
to promote our championships. Live
streaming is a choice and this means
that you will only be engaging with
consumers that care about racing.
With live streaming, you are able to
automatically target your content to
viewers who are more likely to convert
and follow you.”
Sanna, like any championship
organiser, is keen for as many people to
watch his series as possible, wherever,
whenever and however they choose.
“You can watch the races on your smart
TV at home and on your smartphone
everywhere for free. And that’s the
best way to engage new generations,”
he says.
That level of interest, plus fans using
the Internet more to watch live sport, is
clearly increasing. For example, in 2019
British GT had 803,000 views of live
content, a 56% increase over 2018, with

The camera now
has many outlets

its races streamed live on YouTube,
Facebook, Dailymotion and Twitter.
That is four channels taking the racing,
where as you would only get one
broadcaster doing so on television.
But there is more to live streaming
that just feeding a CDN, a Content
Delivery Network like YouTube or
Daily Motion. “We can deliver a live
stream to a TV station,” explains Elkan.
“Live streams are starting to bypass
satellite as a means of getting to a
broadcaster which is better as satellite
charges are high. Live streaming to a
broadcaster helps them.”
Live streaming also allows the option
of showing action when a broadcaster
doesn’t have the slot in its schedule.
Take ITV4’s coverage of the BTCC,
with all the raceday action live but an
added bonus for fans is qualifying
shown live on itv.com. Series editor

Guney Gok explains the decision:
“ITV doesn’t historically offer
exclusive content on a streaming
platform but we’re proud to have been
able to make this a reality since 2011.
There isn’t currently the possibility to
host qualifying on an ITV channel so
the online offering has been the team
going above and beyond in our
commitment to the BTCC, teams,
drivers and most importantly the fans. A
lot of hard work from the technical team
on site goes into getting everything
ready for a Saturday qualifying session
and we’re very proud of the output and
consistency in the online stream.”
So we can bin the phrase ‘It’s only on
the internet’ can we? “Definitely,” says
Scott. “YouTube is a channel, just like
the BBC or ITV and your TV, is really
only a screen. The world is changing,
especially in television.” n

ards on the table: live
streaming is a great
idea. My bank manager
certainly thinks so.
It has provided more
work for many of us
commentators and is a huge
contrast from the days when
motorsport on television was a
rarity, live coverage especially.
Undeniably, the internet has
allowed far more motorsport to
be aired in a way that conventional
television wouldn’t consider.
For example, Motorsport News
recently highlighted the World
Rally Championship’s service
with coverage of every stage and
from the service park.
You may mourn the passing of
10-minute BBC2 Rally Reports
during Rally GB, but you can’t
seriously expect a network
broadcaster to give a rally the
airtime that a live stream can,
surely? And, if you are a rally
fan, you will turn on your TV to
watch a stream as easily as a
terrestrial channel.
Some people will argue that
motorsport on conventional TV
is a good way of attracting new
fans, and the British Touring Car
Championship’s fanbase is a great
example of that. There is also an
argument to say that with so little
motorsport on network television,
the action that does have a home
there is a bit more….important.
Some may argue that, in recent
years, there has been too much
motorsport on television, or in
the eyes of some, too much lowrent motor sport, but the internet
differentiates between action for
everyone and that aimed at a
really niche market.
For example, is the British
Racing and Sports Car Club’s BMW
Compact Cup really going to pull
in many viewers other than those
directly connected to it? By having
the internet as a home for televised
sport, it allows a certain freedom
for a channel and the event that is
being shown.
Right now, though, fans have an
unrivalled choice motorsport and
platforms on which to watch it. The
choice – never greater – is yours.

